Conquer the runway and be a supermodel!

The big event is happening in 2020. The search for Miss Runway Supermodel Australia 2020 is open, and the final casting is on the 8th of December 2019.

Lots of incredible prizes await to the winner, such as cash prizes, gift items and an opportunity to compete internationally and represent Australia to Bulgaria, South Europe. The competition is a fashion show set up wherein candidates will be showcasing multiple collections from various fashion designers locally. Their performance throughout the competition will be assessed and scored by industry judges based on the standard criteria. This event celebrates and supports our talent in Australia. We empower the ambitious talents of the country to showcase their work for the chance to start a career in the fashion industry.

In the process of the competition, the candidates have activities from January to July 2020 which will be covered by Behind The Lens hosted by Crystel Bandal. This will be aired weekly for the viewers and supporters of the candidates wherein online voting is encouraged.

Application is accepted online to www.missrunwaysupermodel.com.
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